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The seventy-second annual Commencement of
the University of Oregon at McArthur Court,
Sunday evening, the nineteenth of June, nine-
teen hundred and forty-nine.
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Rimsky-Korsakoff
UNIVERSITy OF OREGON BAND
JOHN STEHN, M.S., Director
Invocation
VICTOR PIERPONT MORRIS, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Business Administration




THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
Charge to the Graduates
HARRY KENNETH NEWBURN, Ph.D.
President of the University
Oregon Pledge Song Evans
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON BAND
Recessional-Marche Modernistic Edwards
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON BAND
)Baccalaurrate 19r9rrr.s ttJith ~onor.s
HELEN SHEPARD ALEXANDER
Honors in English. Thesis: Images of Improvidence in Tourneur's Tragedies.
GURNEY C. CADDY
Honors in Biology. Thesis:· Artificial Stimulation of Spermatogenesis in the Turtle,
Chrysemys lvIarginata Bellii.
HUGH AUGUSTUS COOK, JR.
Honors in English. Thesis: The Date of Composition and Satirical Application of Spenser's
Mother Hubbard's Tale.
BEVERLY JEAN DECaTO
Honors in Sociology. Thesis: Comparative Study of the Changing Status of the Cerebral
Palsied Child in Relation to That Experienced by Crippled Children in General.
JOHN C. ELLIS
Honors in English. Thesis: The Two Levels of Satire in Piers the piowman.
FREDERICK WARREN LOVELL
Honors in Biology. Thesis: Body Color and Eye Color Pigment in Drosophila melanogaster.
CHARLES E. STEELE
Honors in Journalism. Thesis: A Group of Short Stories.
JOHN FRANCIS VALLEAU
Honors in Journalism. Thesis: The American Newspaper Today and Its Critics.
MAllY KATHERINE WILHELM
Honors in Journalism. Thesis: A History of Juvenile Periodicals in the United States.
LUSTEll J. \V,LLIAMS
Honors in English. Thesis: Spenser's Descriptive Technique in the Episode of Mammon.
JOHN N. WYSONG
Honors in English. Thesis: John Milton and John Stuart Mill on Liberty.
KATHLEEN FORSYTHE WYSONG
Honors in History. Thesis: The French Communist Party-Was Its Policy from 1939·1941
Justified?
)Baccalaureate ilegrees
College of Liberal Arts
WALLACE E. ADAMS, B.S.
Silverton; History
YVONNE CAMILLA ADAMS, B.S.
Portland; Biology
DANIEL BRUCE ADLUM, B.A.
Portland; History .
JAMES WILSON AIKEN, JR., B.S.
Eugene; History
tHELEN SHEPARD ALEXANDER, B.A.
Salem; English




ALLENE MAE AMACHER, B.A.
Hillsboro; Psychology
ROBERT EVANS ANDERSON, B.S.
Kentfield, Cal.; Mathematics
ROBERT LERoy ANDERSON, B.S.
Portland; Biology
VERDELLE PATSY ANDERSON, B.A.
Eugene; English
W AREEN F. ANDREWS, B.A.
Portland; Political Science
URBAN S. ARBOUR, JR., B.S.
Milwaukie; Mathematics
GEORGE K. ARMEN, JR., B.S.
Portland; Biology
JAMES N. BALFOUR, B.S.
Eugene; Biology
BIRDELLA A. BALL, B.A.
Downey, Cal.; English






NANCY JANE BAUGHMAN, B.A.
Madison, S.D.; Biology
JESSIE BECKER, B.S.
Eugene j General Social Science
KATHERINE ANN BECKER, B.A.
Portland; Psychology
ELEANOR MAY BELGUM, B.A.
Springfield; Sociology
KENNETH WILLIAM BELL, B.S.
Vancouver, B.C.; Biology
NANCY SWEM BELL, B.A.
Medford; Foreign Languages
JOHN FRANCES BELLINGER. B.S.
Portland; General Science
LUCILLE MARGARET BELLINGER, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
NANCY NAOMI BELTZ, B.A.
Eugene; Psychology
BETTY L. BENNETT, B.S.
Ontario; Sociology
t Conferred with Honors.
ARLEIGH J. BENTLEY, B.S.
Glendale, Cal.; Biology
WILLIAM C. BESSEY, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
GOEDON VICTOR BICKLER, B.S.
Salem; Biology
HAROLD W. BIGGERSTAFF, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
SARA COLLEEN BJORSET, B.A.
Cottage Grove; English
LORRAINE A. BLY, B.S.
Shell Lake, Wis.; Nursing Education
BARRY B. BOLDEMAN, B.S.
San Carlos, Cal.; Psychology
RODNEY D. BORTlS, B.A.
Yreka, Cal.; Psychology
MARY MCCLINTOCK BOSCH, B. S.
Eugene; Psychology
NANCY L. BOSTWICK, B.A.
Portland; General Social Scienee
SALLY ANN BOUTIN, B.A.
Portland; Psychology
MAEGARET C. BOZORTH, B.S.
Eugene; Sociology
VENITA CAROLYN BRADLEY, B.S.
San Mateo, Cal.; History
KATHLEEN BRADY, B.S. .
The Dalles; Nursing Edueation
J. M. BRAME, B.S.
Yakima, Wn.; Political Scienee
JAMES R. BROCK, B.S.
Dayville; General Science
MARY ESTHER BROCK, B.A.
Pendleton; Speech
ALLENE MARGARET BROWN, B.A.
Eugene; Biology
ANDREW JACKSON BROWN, B.S.
The Dalles; History
MURRAY M. BROWN, B.S.
Gladstone; General Social Science
ROBERT D. BROWN, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
JAMES D. BROWNING, B.A.
Allegany; Chemistry
EARNEST KIRK BRUNTON, B.S.
Eugene; Sociology




tGURNEY C. CADDY, B.S.
Wilder, Ida.; Biology




LoWELL McAFEE CAMPDELL, B.A.
Roseburg; Psychology
THOMAS B. KAY, B.S.
Salem; Economics
GEORGE F. KELLER, JR., B.S.
Portland; Psychology
HARRIET ELIZABETH KELTY, B.S.
. Portland; Sociology
DAVID JAMES JOHN KEMPSTON. B.S.
Eugene; Far Eastern Studies
ELIZABETH J. KENNEDY B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.; Nursing Education
JAMES WALTER KENNEY, B.S.
Rainier; Biology
JOE D. KEUTER, B.A.
Boise, Ida.; Enl':lish
YEVONNE GINDT KIMMITT, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
DUFF B. KIMSEY, B.S.
The Dalles; Geology and Geography
LEWIS JAY KNIGHT, B.A.
Portland; Enghsh
EILEEN RIEMER KNOPF, B.A.
Portland; History




A. F. WALTER KRESSE, JR., B.S.
Eugene; History
JOAN KUCK, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Sociology
ANNA MAE LAHR, B.A.
Eugene; History




ALONZO LLOYD LARWOOD, B.A.
Chicago, Ill.; Political Science
BETTY M. LAUC, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
ANDERS H. LAURENE, B.A.
Rahway, N.J.; Chemistry
JAMES ARTHUR LAURENT, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
NANCY ANN LAUSMANN B.S.
Portland; General Social Science
HERBERT C. LAZENBY, JR., B.S.
Portland; Psychology
EMILY PAGE LEARD, B.A.
San Francisco, Cal.; Sociology
ROBERT E. LEE, B.S.
Portland; Biology
HAZEL IRENE LEONARD, B.A.
Portland; General Social Science
SAAL DAVID LESSER, B.A.
Portland; Psychology
RALPH R. LIND, JR., B.S.
Portland; HIstory
Roy DALE LINT, B.A.
Caldwell, Ida.; Chemistry
HENRY T. LIVELY, JR. B.S.
Edgewood, Cal.; History
. BEATRICE C. LOCKWOOD, B.S.
Forest Greve; Sociology
KENNETH W. LOMAX, B.S.
Eugene; Speech
tFREDERICK WARREN LOVELL, B.S.
Astoria; General Science
SHIRLEY GAIL LUKINS, B.A.
Salem; English
WALTER C. LUNDBERG, B.S.
___P_o_r_t_land; History
t Conferred with Honors.
HELEN THERESA McADAMS, B.A.
Eugene; English
VERA RUTH MCCALLUM, B.A.
Eugene; Foreign Languages
DONALD PHILIP MCCOLLOM, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
JOHN A. MCCOLLUM, B.S.
Medford; Psychology
BETTY JEAN MCCOURRY, B.A.
McMinnville; Sociology
PAUL N. MCCRACKEN, B.A.
Lebanon; Economics
LAURENCE E. McDOWELL, B.A.
Portland; Biology
ANNE LEWIS MCGEORGE, B.S.
Coos Bay; Speech
HELEN A. MCGILLICUDDY, B.S.
Eugene; Anthropology
MARY ELLEN McKAY, B.S.
Roseburg; Speech
FRANCES GENEVIEVE McKENNA, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
MARGARET ANNE McKILLOP, B.A.
Whittier, Cal.; English
JOHN A. McLEOD, B.S.
Boise, Ida.; Mathematics
COLLEEN MARIOTT McNEIL, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology




EDWIN R. MACK, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
RICHARD OLIVER MACLAREN, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
ROBERT WEAVER MACLAY B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
ANDREE MANERUD, B.A.
Eugene; Psychology
AGNES DRISCOLL MANGUE, B.A.
Stockton, Cal.; English
BARBARA JOAN MARSH, B.A.
Portfand; Foreign Languages






ROBERT ERNEST MASS, B.A.
Halsey; Biology
R,CHARD B. MATHIOT, B.A.
'Lake Grove; Foreign Languages
HAROLD SCOTT MAYER, B.S.
Emmett, Ida.; Psychology
V,RGIN,A GEDDES MAYER, B.S.
Eugene; Sociology
MARIEL JANET MEANS, B.S.





GLORIA EVON MERTEN, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
WAYNE ELLSWORTH METSKER, B.S.
Freewater; Economics
JOSEPH D. MEYERS, B.S.
Portland; Geology and Geography
ALBERT H. MIDDLETON, B.S.
Wichita, Kans.; Psychology
BARBARA ANN MILLER, B.S.
Salem; Sociology
BONITA JUNE M,LLl\R, B.S.
Eugene; Biology
CHARLES E. MILLER, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
JEAN B. MILLER, JR., B.S.
Portland; General Science
CHARLES J. MONAHAN, B.A.
The Dalles; Biology
AR'UNTA MOORllS, B.A.
Portland; General Social Science
GLENN GUY MORGAN, B.A.
Astoria; Political Science
RODllRT B. MORRow, B.S.
Anaconda, Mont.; General Science
DAVID EDWIN MORTIMORll, B.A.
Caldwell, Ida.; History
C. DONALD NELSON, B.S.
Glencullen; Biology
BARBARA E. NESS, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
SANDRA SALLY NICOL, B.A.
Portland; English
LOWELL A. NOBLll, B.A.
Springfield; Chemistry
JOHN W. G. NOGGLE, B.A.
Klamath Falls; General Science
ARLEY MUNSON NORCROSS, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Sociology
JEANE NUNN, B.S.
Wheeler; Far Eastern Studies
CARL R. NYSTROM, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
GLEN ELSWORTH OAKES, B.A.
Portland; Psychology
ROBERT E. O'CONNELL, B.S.
Richfield, Ida.; Biology
WILLIAM JOHN O'CONNOR, JR., B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.; History
THEODORE MELVIN ODLAND, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
HAROLD H. OGLE, B.S.
Klamath Falls; Psychology
WILLIAM L. O'HEARN, JR., B.S.
Eugene; History
LYMAN A. OLLIVER, B.S.
Albany; Political Science
ESTHER SYLVIA OLSON, B.S.
Portland; General Social Science
JOHN EUGENE OLSON, B.A.
Portland; Mathematics
JOHN H. OLSON, B.A.
Tower, Minn.; Psychology
BEVERLY REw OREM, B.A.
Pendleton; English
WILLARD MICHELE OVERGAARD, B.A,
Boise, Ida.; General Science
CHLOEANN OWENS, B.S.
Eugene; Biology
GUIDO ANGELO PALANDRI, B.A.
Portland; Foreign Languages
RICHARD OGDEN PAN COST, B.S.
Lansing, Mich.; Psychology




BARBARA J. PATTERSON, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
GERALD R. PATTERSON; B.S.
Ely, Minn.; PSYChology
CAROL VIRGINIA PEARSON B.S.
McGill, Nev.; N ursirig Ed ucation
ROBERT L. PEARSON, B.S.
Milwaukie; Mathematics
ANN PEKRAMEN, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Political Science
ELLEN T. PENNY, B.S.
Eugene; Sociology
MILDRED ANDERSON PERDUE, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
ABRAHAM P. PERLSTEIN, B.S.
Brooklyn, N.Y.; Chemistry
KENNETH Q. PERSHALL, B.S.
Dayton, Wn.; Biology
LETHA KAREN PETERSEN, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
L. JEANNE PIKE, B.A.
Portland; English
HARALD S. PLATOU, B.S.
Oswego; Biology
LUCILLE RUTH POOLE, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
BETTY STAAB PORTER, B.S.
Salem; Nursing Education
ROBERT ,V. PRESCOTT, JR., B.A.
Eugene; English
LEBRON C. PRESTON, B.A.
Roseburg; Political Science
HARRY PRONGAS B.S.
New York, N.Y.; History
ROBERT B. PULFER, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
ELLA J. QUINN, B.A.
Sonora, Cal.; History
FRANK A. QUINN, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Sociology
JOAN RAMBO, B. A.
Portland; English
MARGARET LOUISE RANDALL, B.A.
New York, N.Y.; Speech
DALE F. P. RAN~, B.S.
Marquette, Mich.; Biology
DONNA JUNE RANKIN, B.S.
Coquille; Psychology
LAWRENCE HAMILTON RAY, B.S.
Cloudland, Tenn.; Psychology
WILLIAM THOMAS READ, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
MARY LOUISE RENARD, B.S.
f Portland; Sociology
DOROTHY CLAIRE RICH, B.S.
Portland; Sociology
DAVID \VILLIAM ROBATHAN. B.S.
Pendleton; General Science
JAY T. RORICK, JR., B.S.
Portland; History
ELIZABETH EVERLINE ROSE, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
CLIFFORD D. ROST, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
WILLIAM F. ROTHWELL, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
RAYMOND PAUL RYMAN, B.S.
Eugene; Speech
DANI>;L D. SAGE, B.S.
Central Point; Psychology
MARY JANE SANDS, B.A.
Eugene; Sociology
HAROLD RALPH SCHICK, JR, B.S.
Portland; Political Science
MURRAY M. SCHOFIELD, B.S.
Salem; General Science
RICHARD R. SCHULTZ, B.A.
Portland; English
JEAN HARRIET SCOTT, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.;
General Social Science
WILLIAM MORTON SEAL B.S.
Lanikai, Oahu, T.R.; General Science
ROBERT A. SEDERSTROM, B.S.
Portland; Mathematics
JAMES GEORGE SHADE, B.S.
Portland; Psychology
KATHLEEN KING SHELLEY, B.A.
Vida; English
GRACE MARIAN SHIELD., B.A.
Salem; English






ALLENE RUT1f SITZ, B.A.
Burns; Foreign Languages
CLARENCE P. SKILLERN, B.A.
Eugene; Chemistry
VIRGINIA Lou SLANEY, B.S.
Portland; History
MARTHA SUSAN SMILEY, B.S.
Santa Monica, Cal.; Sociology
GORDON W. SMITH. B.S.
Portland; Economics
OSCAR E. SMITH, B.S.
Eugene; General Science
RICHARD BIRD SMITH, JR., B.S.
Medford; Sociology
PAUL O. SMITHRUD, B.S.
Scotts Mills; History
JACK WILCOX SOWARDS, B.S.
Ellsworth, Neb.; Chemistry
HOWARD R. SPEER, B.S.
Junction City; Speech
RACHEL SPERRY, B.S.
Eugene; Far Eastern Studies
ELEANOR SPIEKERMAN, B.S.
The Dalles; Psychology
ROB£RT FARRELL STAFFORD, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.; Political Science
JOHN ERNEST STANWOOD, B.S.
Caldwell, Ida.; Biology
NANCY GORDON STARKWEATHER B.A.
Milwaukie; English '
KENNETH R. STARR, B.A.
Portland; Chemi.try
RAMONA R. STASJ<A, B.S.
Portland; Nursing Education
RICHARD A. STEllLHAMMER, B.S.
Eugene; Economies




WAYNE C. STORY, B.S.
Nyssa; Physics
CHRISTOPHER SPENCER STRAHAN. B.S.
Portland; History
JOHN HERMAN SULLIVAN, B.A.
Eugene; Foreign Languages
JOHN MARR SULLIVAN, B.S.
Coos Bay; History
MARCIA LOUISE SUMMER', B.S.
Eugene; Sociology .
GEORGE HERBERT SWI~T, JR., B.S.
Salem; MathematIc.
JEAN CLAIRE SWUT, B.S,
Salem; Sociology
MARJORIE M. TATE, B.S.
Sublimity; SOCIOlogy
ROBERT NEIL TAYLOR, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
MYRON D. TEDFORD, B.S.
Eugene; Biology
EUGENE JAY TENDOLLEN, B.S.
Kohler, Wis.; Political Science
RALPH M. TETERS, B.S.
Eugene; Psychology
ELEANOR BESS THOMAS, B.A.
Klamath Falls; English












STANLEY RALPH UNDERWOOD, B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.; Psychology
BRUCE CLARENCE UREY, B.S.
Eugene; Mathematics
ROBERT OTIS VAN ATTA, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
BEVERLY MILLER VIERI, B.A.
Eugene; Foreign Languages
VICT.OR D. VIERS, B.A.
Eugene; Psychology
JANE CORINNE VINTON, B.S.
Hillsboro; History
L. WESLEY WATERS, B.S.
Eugene; Geology and Geography
GLORIA JUNE WEAVER, B.S.
Junction City; Sociology
WARREN WAYNE WEBST~R, B.A.
Eugene; General Soeia! Science
ELSE \VEIGT-ToRBET, B.A.
Portland; Foreign Languages
WARREN S. WELBORN, B.A.
Salem; Biology
HERBERT CLARK WELCH, B.S.
Qualicum Beaeh, B.C.; Biology
JAMES G. WELCH, B.A.
Eugene; English
WILLIAM B. WET HERALD, B.A.
Eugene; History
CHARLES B. WHITE, B.A.
Eugene; History
ERLE DARDEN WHITNEY, B.S.
Portland; Economics
FREDERICK BRUCE WICHMAN, B.A.
Madras; English
BARBARA MAE WICK, B.A.
Portland; Sociology
ELOUISE ELLEN WILLIAMS, B.S.
Portland; Soeiology
LLEWELLYN PHILIP WILLIAMS B.A.
Corvallis; History .
tLUSTER J. WILLIAMS, B.A.
Lakeview; English
PAMELA LAMPSON WILLIAMS, B.A.
Doring; Foreign Languages
ARTHUR D. WILTSE, B.S.
. Springfield; General Social Science
JUNE WINKLER, B.A.
Vale; General Social Science
MARGARET KARIN WINSLOW, B.S.
Tillamook; Political Science
RALPH LEONARD WOOD, B.S.
Eugene; History
RICHARD WESLEY WOODCOCK, B.S.
Ashland; Psychology
KATHARINE ANNE WOODWORTH B.A.
Eugene; General Arts and Letters
EUNICE ANNETTE MILLER WRIGHT, B.S.
Bend; Biology
GEORGI( E. WRIGHT B.A.
Port Orchard, Wn.; General Science
ROBERT S. WRIGHT, B.S.
Eugene; Physics
t Conferred with Honors.
tJOHN N. WYSONG, B.A.
Eugene; English




LEE HUNTINGTON YOUNG, B.A.
Eugene; English
Tsuyu YUZURIHA, B.A.
Portland; Far Eastern Studies




WIlLDON PAUL ZUNDI(L, B.S.
Medford; Geology and Geography
School of Architecture and Allied Arts
RAY C. ABST, II, B.S.
Eugene
CREIGHTON A. ANDERSON, B.S.
Eugene
FRANCES ELAINl\ BABB, B.A.
Eugene
HAROLD EMERSON BAILEY, JR., B.S.
Eugene






BARBARA A. BLAESING, B.S.
Portland
RALPH C. BONADURER, B.Arch.
Portland
LLOYD M. BOND, B.L.A.
Harrisburg
STEPHEN EARL BRISTOL, B.S.
Blachly
W,LL,AM B. BURNl\TT, B.Arch.
Portland
J. WARREN CARKIN, B.S.
Salem
EDWARD DARIL CAUDURO, B.S.
Portland




RENEl\ BARBARA COWELL, B.S.
Waipahu. Oabu, T.H.
CHARLES GILMAN DAVIS, JR., B.Arch.
Portland
ROBERT C. DOUGLAS, B.Arch.
Eugene
EDWARD LAWRENCE ERICKSON, B.L.A.
Silverton
FLORENCE E. Fl\ASLEY, B.A.
Tacoma, \Vn.
ROBERT H. FEASLl\Y, B.S.
Palo Alto, Cal.
Cl\Cl\LIA JEAN FIDLER, B.S.
Salem
EVl\RETT B. FRANKS, B.Arch.
Portland
OTTO SIEGMUND FRIl\D, B.A.
Portland
HOWARD ADGATl\ HALL, JR., B.S.
Eugene
R,CHARD Z. HAWl\S, B.S.
Portland




NORMAN JOHN JOHNSTON, B.Arch.
Olympia, Wn.
PATRICIA ANN KAISl\R, B.S.
Portland
Jo" K. KEMP, B.Arch.
Fort Collins, Col.
JAMES C. KIRSCH, B.S.
Portland








ALLEN LEROY McNoWN. B.Arch
Hollister, Cal.
ROBERT REED MILLl\R, B.S.
Portland
CARL L. NIEDERl\R, B.S.
Portland
B,LLY GENE NOLAND, B.S.
Eugene
BJORN E. OLSON, B.S.
San Marino, Cal.
ROBERTA LESLIE PALFRl\Y, B.A.
Portland
NORMA ELAINE PARPALA, B.S.
Aberdeen, Wn.
GEORGE H. PEAKE, B.A.
Eugene
JOHN OWl\N PETTY, B.S.
Gladstone
PATRICIA ANN PORTl\R, B.A.
Pendleton
Gl\ORGE THOMAS PRINCE, B.Arch.
Eugene
MURIEL B. RAPPAPORT, B.S.
Eugene
MARGARET P. RAUCH, B.A.
Orinda, Cal.
GEORGl\ Ml\RRILL REESE, JR., B.S.
Boise, Ida.
JOHN W. Rl\ESE, B.Arcb.
Portland
ALBl\RT E. ROMANl\, B.S.
Eugene
D. Lu S,MONSl\N, B.Arch.
TbeDalIes
WARREN H. SMITH. B.Arcb.
Missoula, Mont.
RALPH EUGENE STEVl\NS, B.S.
Eugene
CHARLES M. TETHl\ROW, JR., B.S.
Portland
ROBERT JOHN Tl\TLOW, B.L.A.
Astoria
DALE EDWARD THORSTED, B.S.
Boise, Ida.
A. NORMAN TUCKER, B.A.
Hood River
GALl\ K. VETTER, B.Arcb.
Eugene
LOUIS ARTHUR VIESTENZ, JR., B.S
Eugene
:n.IARY ELIZABETH WATKINS, B.A.
Eugene
WALTl\R H. WEBER, JR., B.Arch.
Eugene
DONNA C. WILLIAMS, B.A.
McMinnville
LUCII.l\ PURDUE WIRTH. B.Arch.
Berkeley, Cal.
WARREN ALFORD WOLF, B.S.
Salem
School of Business Administration
EDWARD RAy ACKERMAN, JR., B.B.A.
Eugene
DOUGLAS W. ACKLEY, B.S.
Oregon City
IRWIN SCOTT ADAMS, JR., B.S.
Milwaukie
GEORGE CORWIN ALEXANDIlR, B.S.
Salem '
RAMAH GORDON ALLBRIGHT, B.S.
Springfield
BEN L. ANDERSON, B.B.A.
Ontario
DUN LAMARR ANDERSON, B.S.
Dufur
ELVING NATHANA>:L ANDERSON, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT HOMIlR ANDREW. B.S.
Sandy
MAXINE MARIIl ARNDT, B.S.
Portland
CHABLIlS LOYAL AYDELOTT, B.S.
Portland
RONALD ELLSWORTH BABCOCK, B.S.
Perris, Cal.
JOHN P. BAGOY, B.S.
Anchorage, Alas.
MARTIN H. BARNES, B.S.
Chicago, Ill.
WILLIAM S. BARNUM, B.S.
Medford
WAYNIl MURRAY BARTHOLEMY, B.S.
Portland




DONALD M. BEAIRSTO. B.A.
Eugene
CLAYTON K. BIlCK, B.B.A.
Grandview, Wn.
LEMOYNIl E. BIlDIENT, B.S.
Warren
JAMES ARVID BEDINGFIIlLD, B.B.A.
Eugene
DARREL C. BELTS, B.S.
Pendleton
BETTY JEAN BIlNNETT, B.S.
Eugene




WALLACE BRADLEY BERNING, B.S.
Berkeley, Cal.




LEWIS D. BLAIS, B.B.A.
Eugene
DAVID H. BLUNT, B.B.A.
Portland
STANL>:Y N. BOQUIST, JR., B.S.
Portland
FRANCIS ORVILLE BORMUTH, B.B.A.
Grants Pass
MARIAN Nil BOWIlN, B.A.
Portland
KENT DAVID BOWERLY, B.S.
Mohawk
VltRNON L. BOWMAN, B.S.
Merrill
KENNIlTH D. BRAA, B.S.
Ashland
HAROLD THOMAS BRAZIL, B.B.A.
Eugene
MtlLVIN Ross BROWN, B.S.
Wenatchee, Wn.
MERCER GROMAN BROWN, B.S.
Santa Monica. Cal.
ROSCOE BIlVIlRLY BRYANT, B.S.
Portland
WALTER DIlAN BUCHANAN, B.S.
Halfway
ALBERT WILLIAM BUCKLES, B.S.
\Villamette
CARROLL A. BDMP, B.n.A.
Portland
JOANNIl OLIN BUSH, B.S.
Portland
PRllsTON F. CALDWELL, B.B.A.
Great Fans, Mont.
WALTER L. CALVIN, B.B.A.
Roseville; Cal.
RONALD H. CAMPBELL, B.B.A.
Eugene
BETTY HILLSTROM CARKIN. B.A.
Eugene
FLOYD S. CARLSON, B.S.
Beaverton
JOHN A. CARLSON, B.S.
Portland
JAMES WOODFORD CARSON, B.S.
Salem
JOSEPH MERLIN CARSON, B.S.
'Valdport
TOM S. CARSON, B.S.
Portland








CHARLES RUSSELL CHANDLER, B.S.
Portland
JOHN O. CtIATT, B.S.
Eugene
HAROLD W. CHATTERTON, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD F. CHEDESTER, B.B.A.
San Francisco, Cal.
MARY Lou CHRISTENSEN, B.S.
Cut Bank, Mont.
WILLARD M. CHRISTENSEN, B.B.A.
Tillamook
J O!t CIARLO, B.S.
Portland
BETTY J. CLARK, B.S.
Cascade Locks
RICHARD DUNBAR CLARK. B.S.
Boise, Ida.
ROB!tRT JOS!tPH COHN, B.B.A.
Portland
E. IVAN CONGLETON, B.S.
Freewater
ANTHONY J. CONROY, B.S.
Shaniko
WILLIAM FRANK COOMBS, B.S.
Honolulu, T.H.
DONALD E. COOPER, B.S.
Eugene
JANE STURGEON CORDIN!tR, B.S.
Fort Lewis, Wn.
ERNEST VINCENT CORREIA, B.S.
Eugene
ALLAN S. COUTANT, B.S.
Grants Pass
GEORGE E. CRAK!tS, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT DONALD CROISANT, B.S.
Seaside
V!tRAL H. CROWE, B.S.
Springfield
ROB!tRT E. CULBERTSON. B.B.A.
Eugene
FARR!tL DALE CURFMAN, B.B.A.
Eugene
J!tFF!tRY CHARLES CURRIER, B.S.
Glide
PHILIP PATRICK DANA, B.S.
Hillsboro
RICHARD B. DAVIES, B.S.
Fresno, Cal.
JOHN E. DAVIS, B.S.
Eugene
HORACE EARL DEBERNARDI, JR., B.B.A.
Roseburg
DAVID WELLES DELANO, B.S.
Torrance, Cal.
PHILIP JULIAN DELoNG, B.S.
Eureka, Cal.
JAM>:S L. DELURY, B~S.
Portland
HELEN NllLSON DOBBIN, B.S.
Aberdeen, Wn.
KENNETH ROGltR DOH>:RTY, B.A.
Freewater
JOHN R. DONALD, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM ROB>:RT DONALDSON, B.S.
Portland
ROBERT N. DOVE, B.B.A.
Eugene
RAYMOND O. DUNAWAY, B.B.A.
Montebello, Cal.
CLI>:F W>:NDELL DUNSON, B.S.
Oakland, Cal.
MARVIN L. DUNSTAN, B.S.
Eagle Creek
ROBERT KENNETH DUVALL, B.S.
Eugene
BENJAMIN L. ELDER, JR., B.S.
Honolulu, T.H.
JAY J. ELLIOTT, B.S.
Medford
ROBERT BRUC>: ENDSL!tY, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD B. ESTEPP, B.S.
Hillsboro
ROBERT LAUREN FARROW, B.S.
Garden Grove, Cal.




DONALD WILLIAM FERGUSON, B.S.
Gold Hill
C. MATTH!tW FLESH>:R, B.B.A.
Portland
THOMAS JOSEPH FONDREN, B.S.
Springfield
EDNA M. FORD, B.S.
Silverton
JOHN L. FOWLER, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT R. FRENCH, B.S.
Boring
ROB!tRT J. FUGIT, B.S.
Pendleton
BRADY 1. GALLAGHllR, B.S.
Salem
ROBERT JAM>:S GALLAGHllR, B.S.
Salem
WESLEY HENRY GALLOWAY, B.S.
Portland
STEVE DIMITRI GANN, B.S.
Portland
RAY W. GANNETT, JR., B.S.
Brooklyn, N.Y.




GORDON STEVENS GE>:RTS!tN, B.S.
Eugene
LOUIS J. GELLOS, B.S.
Portland
JANICE L>:!t GILB>:RTSON, B.A.
Eugene
BRIAN V. GILLllSPI>:, B.S.
Eugene
VIRGINIA JULIE GIVNAN, B.S.
Portland
CYRUS R. GLADEN. B.S.
Portland
ROBERT A. GLASGOW, B.S.
Eugene
JOSEPH F. GLENNIE, B.B.A.
Salem
KARL FUD!tRICK GLOS, B.B.A.
Portland
MILO J. Goss, JR., B.S.
La Grande
JANE E. GRACE, B.S.
Balboa, Cal.
JUDY T. GRAHAM, B.S.
Prineville
WILLIAM T. GR!tEN, B.S.
Ashland
DEANE B. GWILLIAM, B.S.
Baker
ELVIN LEERoy HALE, B.S.
Hood River
WILLIAM CHARLES HAL>:, B.S.
Portland
DONALD M. HALL, B.S.
Roseburg
MARY JOY HAM, B.S.
Silv,erton, B.C.
BEKNI" WILBUR HAMILTON, JR., B.S.
Sioux City, Iowa
JACK ROBERT HANNAM, B.S.
Portland
CHARLllS WALDO HANSON, B.S.
Eddyville
JOHN LEONAIlD HARTLP;Y, JR., B.S.
Spokane, Wn.
WILLIAM E. HATCHER, B.B.A.
Portland
WARREN BENJAMIN HAWKINS, B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.
G. LEE HEATER, JR., B.B.A.
Eugene
WILLIAM C. HEAZLE, B.B.A.
Boise, Ida.
ROEERT D. HELLER, B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.
LORIN L. HEWITT, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD J. HICKS, B.B.A.
Klamath Falls
CLAIBORNE G. HILL, B.A.
Portland
ROLAND WALTER HINE, JR., B.S.
Los Angeres, Cal.
MARVIN FAY HISEL, B.B.A.
Portland
MERVIN RAY HISEL, B.B.A.
Portlan~
NELLIE J. HJALTALIN, B.S.
Hood River
WILLIAM L. HODGSON, B.B.A.
Portland
H. EDWARD HOFFMASTER, B.S.
Grants Pass
GERALD A. HOILAND, B.S.
Eugene
BHUFORD L. HOLMAN, B.S.
Eagle, Ida.
HAROLD L. HOLUB, B.A.
Eugene
GLEN E. HOUCHEN, B.S.
Eugene
CLARENCE E. HULL, B.S.
Powers
LOIS M. HUNT, B.B.A.
Hermiston
RAYMOND C. INGRAM, B.S.
Brownwood, Tex.
FRED M. IRINAGA. B.A.
Portland
ANDREW GEORGE ISKRA, B.B.A.
Aberdeen, Wn.
G6RDON RUSS>:LL JANNEY, B.B.A.
Portland
JENS NORMAN JENSEN, B.S.
Portland
NEVILLE SEVALD JOHANSEN, B.B.A.
Silverton
EDWARD H. JOHN, B.B.A.
Nampa, Ida.
BRUCE E. JOHNSON, B.S.
Eugene
DARWIN GERALD JOHNSON, JR., B.B.A.
Lake Grove
EARL ROGER JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
LLOYD V. JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
RALPH E. JOHNSON, JR.• B.S.
Hoquiam, Wn.
J. SHELDONION>:S, JR., B.S.
Portlan
WALTER ALLYN KAHLER, B.S.
Portland
HERBERT GllORGE KARIEL, B.S.
Portland
EUGENIA CHARITY KARNS, B.B.A.
Springfield
JOHN H. KAUFFMAN! B.B.A.
Long Beach, Ca .
DON RICHARD KAY, B.B.A.
Portland
ROEERT H. KEHRLI, B.S.
Portland
ELLA MAE KELLY, B.S.
McMinnville
ALEERT RAY KEMP, B.S.
Salem
ROB>:RT WELLINGTON KESTER, B.S.
Rickreall
Gus PETER KIKES. B.S.
Portland
CHARL>:S BRUCE KILEN, B.S.
McMinnville
ROSALEE JACQU>:LINE KILLAM, B.A.
Portland
LAWRENCE F. KIMMITT, B.S.
Eugene
HllNRY S. KINSELL, B.S.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
STEPHEN JOHN KINZEL, B.B.A.
La Grande
WALTER RICHARD KIRSCH, B.S.
Portland




MARVIN F. KNIGHT, B.S.
Corsicana, Tex.




GLENN F. KOENNECKE, B.S.
Cherry Grove
JOHN ELLIOTT KOINES, B.B.A.
Portland
JAMES GREELY KOLTS, B.B.A.
Altadena, Cal.
EDMUND LADENDORFF. JR., B.S.
Butte, Mont.
JOHN H. LAMB, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD ELWOOD LANCE, JR., B.B.A.
Yuba City, Cal.
CARL DAVID LARSON, B.S.
COOS Bay
DONALD EARL LATHAM, B.S.
Oregon City
DONALD EMERSON LEEDOM, B.S.
Long Beach, Cal.
BOYD W. LEM)WN, B.S.
Baker
LELAND M. LEN NEVILLE, B.B.A.
Portland
HERBERT RALPH LEOKNIG, B.S.
Haines
DONALD E. LESLIE, B.B.A.
Astoria
JOHN THOMAS LEWI., B.S.
The Dalles
LLOYD VERNON LEWIS, B.B.A.
Merrill
PAUL A. LEWIS, B.S.
Merrill
EKEllSON FOSTER LIDDItLL, B.S.
Eugene
ELMER RICHARD LIEBERT, B.B.A.
Green Bay, Wis.
JAMES C. LISTON, JR., B.B.A.
San Jose, Cal.
ROBERT D. LITTIlItLL, B.B.A.
Medford




HUDSON D. LOTHIAN, B.S.
Eugene
DONALD E. Low, B.S.
Eugene
WILLIAM C. LOWItR, B.S.
Creswell
MARVIN GIlORGlt LUCAS, B.S.
Klamath Falls
LEAH B. LVNDQUIST, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM JOHN LUYBEN, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD L. Y. LYAU, B.S.
San Mateo, Cal.
JACKSON BUCKLl\Y MCCANN, B.S.
Port1and
CHllISTINE B. MCCORMICK. B.B.A.
Portland




RICHARD A. McELHOSE, B.S.
Medford
CATHERINE L. McFARLAND, B.B.A.
Portland
MARILLYN LEE McFARLANIl, B.S.
Dayton
WALTER LEONARD McKENZIlt, B.S.
Hood River
THOMAS HUGH McLAUGHLIN, B.S.
Portland
WALTER NEIL McLAUGHLIN, B.S.
Billings, Mont.
JAMES ROBERT McLEOD, B.B.A.
Sierra Madre, Cal.
JACK A. McNARY, B.S.
Portland
GILBIlRT W. MACKE, B.B.A.
Decatur. Ind.
WILLIAM F. MADDRON, B.S.
Eugene
LLOYD G. MALOS, B.S.
Eugene




LARRY J. MARSH, B.S.
Medford
MAX MARION MAUDI\, B.S.
Salem
WILLIAM Ross MELLOR, B.B.A.
Portland
JOHN G. MERTZ, B.S.
Stayton
ALBl!RT RICHARD MILLER, B.S.
McMinnville
CHARLES A. MILLER, B.S.
Portland
Gl!RALD B. MILLER, B.B.A.
Coos Bay
JAMEl> G. MILLEll, B.S.
Hood River
JOHN HAllVEY MILLltR, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM JOHN MINIHAN, B.B.A.
Casper, Wyo.
ROBIlRT RODNEY MORGAN, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM RICHARD MORRISH, B.S.
Clio, Mich.
ALEXANDER T. MURPHY, B.S.
Portland
HARLEY LoUIS NEWTON, B.S.
Garden Home
MALCOLM ALBERT NEWTON, B.A.
Garden Home
ROBERT R. NISHINO, B.S.
Eugene
ALMON B. NORRIS, JR., B.S.
Eugene
EDWARD F. NOVIS, B.S.
Great Falls, Mont.
ROBIlRT L. OA'!>. B.S.
Oakland, cal.
MAURICE WILLIAM O'CONNELL, B.S.
Inglewood. Cal.
JEllRY JOSl!PH O'LI\ARY, B.S.
Hood River
KURT HOWARD OLSEN, B.S.
Astoria
WAYNE ALBIlRT OLSEN, B.S.
Albany




FllANK EDWIN PETERSON, B.S.
Portland
RONALD W. PETERSON, B.S.
Portland
WRSLltY WILLIAM PETERSON, B.B.A.
Bovey, Minn.
ROBERT N. PHILLIPS, JR.• B.S.
Salem
GILBERT W. PICKERING, B.B.A.
Portland
ALVIN L. PIltTOCHMAN, B.S.
Portland
DONALD H. PINKJ;RTO>l, B.B.A.
Portland
JAllI\S GRADY PONDEll, JR., B.S.
Happy, Tex.
ROBERT M. POWELL, B.B.A.
Portland
ARON JEAN POWERS, B.S.
Springfield
JAYES CALVIN PRATT, B.B.A.
Eugene
WILLIAM SIMS PRESCOTT, B.S.
Boise, Ida.
DAVID S. RAMIlY, B.S.
Scappoose
RALPH MARTIN RATHJltN, B.S.
Portland




J. WARREN RIlESl!, B.S.
Echo
GORDON EDWARD RIlEVES, B.S.
Salem
MARY Jl!AN Rl!EVltS, B.S.
South Pasadena, Cal. .
RICHARD R>:INER, B.S.
Lake Grove
DONALD B. R>:NWICK, B.S.
Silverton
NORMAN GRADON REYNOLDS. B.S.
Creswell




WESL>:Y DEAN RICHARDS, B.S.
Sebastopol, Cal.
W ARR>:N B. RICH>:Y, B.B.A.
Portland
JACK O. RICKLI, B.B.A.
Roseburg
DAVID J. RIETMANN, B.S.
Condon
RICKARD L. RINDE. B.S.
Eugene
FRANK F. ROBBINS, B.S.
Portland
VAL WARUN ROBBINS. B.S.
Portland
BERNIC>: JOHNSON ROBERTS, B.S.
The Dalles
WESLEY J. ROBINSON, B.B.A.
Portland
HARRY ENGLISH ROCKWOOD, B.S.
Forest Grove
RICHARD E. RODERMUND, B.S.
San Diego. Cal.
PAUL C. RODG>:RS, B.S.
Salem
RUSSELL JAMES ROHWER. B.S.
Dixon, Cal.
ARTHUR MAURIC>: ROMSOS, B.S.
Portland
WILLIAM S. ROOP>:R, B.S.
Prineville
RALPH LERoy ROST, B.S.
Palmer, Iowa
ALFR>:D G>:ORGE RUEDY, B.S.
Portland
HURSTEI.L EDWARD RUSSELL, B.B.A.
Eugene
BILLY JOHN RYAN, B.S.
Portland
THOMAS D>:FOYE SAATROFF. B.S.
Springfield
EDWARD W. ST. PI>:RRE, JR., B.S.
Portland
HAROLD G. SANDVAND, B.S.
Portland
G>:ORGE C. SCHAFER, B.S.
Portland
PHILIP G. SCHEER. B.S.
Canby
JOHN A. SCH>:LL, B.B.A.
Portland
SALLY J. SCHILLING, B.S.
Bend
CHARL>:S DI>:VAIDE SCOFIELD, B.S.
Roseburg
DONALD E. SCOVILL, B.S.
Benicia, Cal.
JUDITH ELAINE S>:EBORG. B.S.
Astoria
ROBERT WALTER SHE>:TS, B.S.
Portland
G>:N>:VIEV>: SISKEY SHOTWELL, B.S.
Tillamook
CHARLES GORDON SHOWN. B.S.
Hermiston
KENNETH W>:NDALL SI>:GNER, B.S.
Eugene
JOHN GILBERT SIMPSON. B.S.
Honolulu, T.H.
DONALD P. SIP>:, B.S.
Eugene
MARIAN ESTHER SLATTERY, B.S.
Roseburg
GORDON LOHNING SMITH. B.S.
Portland
ROBERT DAVID SMITH, B.S.
Astoria
EVERETT L. SNELSON, B.S.
Pendleton
HELEN ELIZAB>:TH SNOW, B.B.A.
Council, Ida.
CHARLES A. SNYD>:R, B.S.
La Grande




ARTHUR W. SPRICK. JR.• B.S.
Eugene
DONNA E. STAGEBERG, B.A.
Eugene
CHARLES RICHARD STAMPER, B.S.
COOS Bay
GLORIA \V>:LLS STANNARD, B.S.
Long Beach, Cal.
DONALD H. STANTON. B.S.
Portland
HUGH JASON STAPLETON, B.S.
Hiilsboro
ROB>:RT WARREN STEARNS, B.S.
Eugene
ALJ.>:N D. ST>:RTON, B.B.A.
Medford
WILLIAM R>:x STEVENS, B.B.A.
Eugene
EDWARD E. STEVENSON, B.S.
Coquille
NATHAN WILLIAM STI>:WIG, B.S.
Roseburg
ROBZRT C. STILES, B.S.
Hebo
WILLIAM A. STILLING, B.S.
Cottage Grove
RICHARD DANI>:L STOINOFF, B.S.
Portland
GLENN A. STOVER, B.B.A.
Eugene








RICHARD R. TAGGES>:LL. B.B.A.
Portland
HERBERT H. TAINER. B.S.
Milwaukie
GEORGE S. TAK>:OKA. B.S.
Portland
ROBERT WILLIAM TAYLOR, B.S.
Portland
DALE G. THIESS>:N, B.S.
La Grande
LYNN MERLIN THOMPSON. B.B.A.
North Branch. Minn.
STANL>:Y A. THOMSON. JR•• B.B.A.
Toledo
B!tRTRAM M!tLVIN TONKIN. B.S.
Portland
MONTIE L. TEASK, B.A.
Portland
ROB!tRT L. TEOUT, B.S.
Burley, Ida.




CARLTON JAM!tS VITUS, B.S.
Eugene .
HARRY L. WAHLSTROM. B.S.
Seaside
ROBERT D. WALKER, B.S.
Medford
CECIL EARL WALT!tR, JR., B.B.A.
Portland
EDWARD EARL WALT!tRS, JR., B.S.
Long Beach, Cal.
JOHN WILLIAM WARD, B.S.
Klamath Falls




ERNEST J. WHIPPL!t, B.B.A.
Drain
ROB!tRT JUDD WILH!tLMr, B.S.
Cherryville
DANI!tL HARRISON WILLIAMS, B.S.
Eugene
DON ROB!tRT WILLIAMS, B.A.
Portland
K!tNN!tTH JAMES WILLIAMS, B.S.
Crescent City, Cal.
GL!tNN WrLLIAM WILSON, B.S.
Sacramento, Cal.
RUTH L. WILSON, B.S.
Eagle, Ida.
ROGltR C. WOLCOTT, B.S.
COOS Bay
JOHN A. WOOLLEY, B.S.
Portland
ELTON JOlt WORMAN, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT G. YOST, B.B.A.
Eugene
MARCUS L. YOUNGS, JR., B.S.
Portland .
ROBERT C. Z!tLLER, B.B.A.
Salem




DWIGHT JUDSON ZULAUF, B.S.
Phoenix
School of Education
BEATRIClI BAYNES ABJlL, B.S.
Portland




JEAN CHARLEItN BAILY, B.S.
Portland
MABEL DOTY BALLARD. B.A.
Kerby
JEWEL VERNA BARDGBTT, B.S.
Eugene
ALICE E. STONE BARSHFIELD, B.S.
Portland
JItANNIt L. BARTLBTT, B.S.
Portland
ALICIt JOHNSON BEHRENS, B.S.
Portland
DORIS ELIZABItTH BENSON, B.S.
Oak Grove
MAY BURGOYNE BOWMAN, B.S.
Mount View, Cal.
ALFRED Y. BOYItR, B.S.
Hebo
NORItEN B. BROOKHARDT, B.S.
Beaverton
BETH SORENSEN CAMERON, B.S.
Portland
LAWRENCE 1. CHItSTNUT, B.S.
Cottage Grove
ClILWIN CLAUD CLARK, B.S.
West Linn
MYRTLE R. CJ:.ARK, B.S.
Eugene
ANN BRADY CLARKSON, B.Ed.
Nyssa
GERALD RAYMOND CUMENS. B.S.
Klamath Fans
DURA HUDSON COCHRAN, B.S.
Portland
IDA M. COLUMBO, B.S.
Portland
M. ELLEN DALQUIST. B.Ed.
Portland
JOHN EVAN DEFIGH, B.S.
Ocean Park, Wn.
MILDRED HItLEN DEWAR, B.S.
Portland
GERTRUDE KLARAS DIETMItIER, B.S.
Vancouver, Wo.
JUNE LATAINIt DOAK, B.S.
Eugene
ONEITA S. DOOHER, B.S.
Sherwood
JItANNETTE TINGItLSTAD EDWARDS, B.S.
Portland
CLARENCIt E. ELLISON. B.S.
Portland




MARCIA MARIE ERICKSON, B.S.
Portland
BEll.NICE GENItVIEVE FALZY. B.S.
Astoria
VELMA ARVILLA FItLTON, B.S.
St. Helens
MABEL BENNETT FISHJlR, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES FREEMAN FRItDIl.ICJl:SON, B.S.
Westfir
MARION M. FULKEIl.SON, B.S.
Seaside
ALFRED A. FUNK, B.S.
Sherwood
GItNItVIEVE G. GEDNEY, B.S.
Klamath Fans
ELSA H. GILLISON, B.S.
Portland
BEVItRLY POWELL GOLDSMITH, B.S.
Burns




EMILY A. COLFItLT HELEN IUS, B.S.
Sherwood




JEAN BARRINGER HOWAIl.D, B.S.
Portland
HItLItN BLISS ILTz, B.S.
Portland
EILBNIl T. INMAN, B.S.
Portland
BLANCHIt L. JACKSON, B.S.
Eugene
JOANN SAPPENFIELD JOHNSON, B.S.
Portland
RUTH MARY JOHNSON, B.S.
The Dalfes
EVELYN MARIIt SMITH JONJlS, B.S.
Newport
HEUN JEANE JONItS, B.S.
Malad City, Ida.
LANEVE ARDITH JORDAN, B.Ed.
McMinnville
ADENA FRANZEN KAAIl.HUS. B.S.
Eugene
CONSTANCIl M. KAMM, B.A.
Portland
ETHEL YVONNE KEITH, B.S.
Talent
LILLIAN C. KINCAID, B.S.
Portland
LOIS ARLINE LARSItN, B.S.
Oak Park, Ill.
KItITH HAROLD LARSON, B.S.
Portland
LEORA ERSTIlLLE LAUDIUlDALJl, B.S.
Jennings Lodge
KATHLEEN AGIUS UTIII', B.S.
Portland




FURQS M. LEACH. B.S.
Olympia. Wn.
MARJORIE JILL LEACHllIAW, B.S.
Portland




VERA A. MANNEL, B.S.
Eugene
SAlolUEL J. MAUHALL, B.S.
La Grande
MABEL A. MAITERSON. B.S.
Rock Lake, N.D.




HENRY RICHARD MILLER. B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.




AUSTIN ALBERT MYERS, B.S.
Portland
RALPH ARTHUR NELSON, B.S.
Beaverton
HANNAH MARTINE OLSON, B.S.
Silverton
RUTH CALDWELL PARRISH, B.S.
Portland
HELEN THOMAS PAYTON, B.S.
Ashland
HELEN S. PERKINS, B.S.
Klamath Falls




MARY WELSH POWELL, B.S.
Portland
SABINA ANDREWS PRATT. B.S.
Columbus, Wis.
EMMA SCHRADER PRILLAllIAlII, B.S.
Newberg
JOHN C. RADMORE, B.S.
Springfield
EnOL CLINTON Rns. B.S.
Oregon City
ERNEST S. RICKARD, B.S.
West Linn
HRNRY R. RlI:DER, B.S.
Eugene
MARTHA ELLEN ROBaRTS, B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.
HELEN GRIITRUDJ: ROOT, B.S.
Portland
HELEN J. Ross, B.S.
Redmond
GlIRTRUDE B. RUTHERFORD, B.S.
Medford
BEULAH FRANCES SCHOBERT, B.S.
Portland
ALICE MARIE SCHOTT, B.S.
Condon
J. BEULAH POWELL SCOFIELD, B.S.
Roseburg
MARY KATHEIlINE SCOTT, B.A.
Fairbanks, Alas.
LLOYD G. SEllMAN, JR., B.A.
Rockham, S.D.
VICTOR LEROY SELMAN, B.S.
Salem
HAROLD J. SHEPHERD, B.S.
Tillamook
ERNEST LEE SHORT, B.Ed.
Eugene
LILLIAN STONES SMAIlT, B.S.
Portland




KATHRYN HASKIN SMITH, B.S.
Hood River




WAYNE S. THURMAN, B.S.
Beaverton
HAZEL F. VAN CLEVE, B.S.
Salem
HETTY MAE WALSH, B.S.
Portland
AMY LOUISE W ARR. B.S.
Eugene /




FRED C. WHITLEDGE, B.S.
Springfield
DARRELL E. WILSON, B.S.
Portland
BERNICE HAWKS YOUMANS, B.S.
Eugene
School of Health and Physical Education
WILLIA.. W. A"BURN. B.S.
Tigard
BENNIDINE R. BACKLUND, B.S.
Eugene
SHIRLEY JEANNE BAKER, B.A.
Portland
DONALD ALLEN BEEGLE. B.S.
Rainier




JOHN P. CHIAPUZIO, B.S.
Anvil Location, Mich.
KEITH R. DECOURCEY, B.S.
Grass Valley
CURTIS XAVIER DESKIN, B.S.
Bluefield, W.Va.
WILMA bENE EARNEST, B.S.
Salem
HARRY A. EDWARDS, Ja.. B.S.
Santa Cruz. Cal.
LEROY ALEXANDER ERICKSON. B.S.
Portland
DANIEL M. FLEISHHAUU. B.S.
Aurora
DAN R. GARZA, B.S.
Portland
ROALD JERALD GRUNSETH. B.S.
San Francisco, Cal.
ROBERT W. HENDRICKSON, B.S.
San Francisco. Cal.
NORMAN L. HENWOOD, B.S.
Portland
BEN W. HOLCOMB. B.S.
The Dalles
LEO MAX LANE, B.S.
Cove
HERBERT G. LAWRENCE. B.S.
Vancouver, Wn.




DON BRUCE MARTIN. B.S.
Grants Pass
STEVEN A. MEZZERA, B.S.
Petaluma, Cal.
HARRIET MAE MINOT. B.S.
Riverside, Cal.
PATRICIA ANN MOUNTS. B.S.
Wailuku, Maui, T.H.
JANICE JEAN NEELY. B.S.
Grants Pass
JEAN JANICE NEELY. B.S.
Grants Pass
EDWARD ORTON NEWCOMER, B.S.
Fort Collins, Col.
MARVIN EUGENE OSWALD. B.S.
Seaside
HAZEL CLARA PltTERSON. B.S.
Salem
WILLIAM L. PICKENS, B.S.
Eugene
Jnr CLARK Popp, B.S.
Seattle, Wn. .
JAMES LEE PORTER. B.S.
Eugene
CHALEY A. SAIiPLES, B.S.
Eugene
EDWARD JUDSON SANFORD. JR•• B.S.
Ukiah. Cal.
CHESTltR MURL SCHIEWE. B.S.
Eugene
SAil ALLEN SMOLISH. B.S.
Chicago, Ill.
CLARK FRED STOKES. B.S.
Ontario
NORMAN MACK VAN BROCKLII(. B.S.
Walnut Creek, Cal.
ROGER CARROLL WILEY, B.S.
Bremerton, Wn.
ELVIN THOMAS WILLIAMS. B.S.
Springfield
Schaal af Jaurnalism




JOHN E. BENNETH, B.S.
Portland
DONN LEWIS BONHAM, B.S.
Grass Valley, Cal.
RALPH WILLIAM BRIGHT, B.S.
Lebanon
ROBERTA LIlB BROPHY, B.S.
Hines
THOMAS E. BRUBECK.- B.S.
Los Angeles, Cal.
WILLIAM H. BUCKLEY, B.A.
Attleboro. Mass.
ALFRIlD G. CARTER, B.S.
San Marino, Cal.
TRUDI JOAN CHBRNIS, B.A.
Portland
ROBERT E. CLARK, B.S.
Eugene
CARL E. CLUFF, B.S.
The Dalles
HUBERT G. DAVIES, B.S.
Portland
HELIlN W. DEARDORFF, B.A.
Burley, Ida.
CHARLES DE GANAHL, B.S.
McLean, Va.




DIANA LEE DYE, B.A.
Paia, Maui, T.H.
ERLING H. ERLANDSON, B.A.
Florence




WELTON S. GRAHAM, B.S.
Boise, Ida.
WARREN B. GROSHONG, B.S.
Corvallis
JOHN LBSLIE HAYES, B.S.
Janesville, Wis.
MARY LARENE HIBBITT, B.S.
Portland
CHERYL JEAN HILL, B.S.
Eugene




KATHRYN DEAN KRULL. B.A.
San Francisco, Cal.
HAROLD R. LARSON, B.S.
Portland
CHARLES S. McDoNALD, JR., B.S.
Millbrae, Cal.
MALCOLM HAYES MACEwAN, B.S.
Portland
t Conferred with Honors.
WAllEN A. MACK, B.S.
Eugene
VIRGINIA LEE MAHON, B.S.
San Jose, Cal.
LAURBNCE DONALD MATHAE, B.S.
Lewistown, Mont.
B. JOAN MILLARD, B.S.
Gold Hill
WILLIAM L. MINEHART, B.S.
Campbell, Cal.
ROBERT J. MOYLE. B.S.
Klamath Falls
RALPH C. NEILL, B.S.
Salem








RICHARD WAYNE POLLOCK, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT S. R>:ED, B.S.
Kansas City, Mo.
R,CHARD L. REVENAUGH, B.S.
Midland, Mich.
DANIEL H. SIlLLARD, B.S.
Eugene
RICHARD DALE SHELTON, B.S.
Portland
JAMES LAWRENCE SH>:RBERT, B.S.
Portland
BRADY L. SHO>:MAKER, B.S. •
Eugene
CAROL COOK S,BULSKY, B.S.
Salem
GEORGE JOHN SKORNEY, B.A.
Portland
Lo,S W,LK,E SNYDER, B.S.
Portland
tCHARLES E. ST>:ELE, B.S.
Goshen
ROBERT D. STEPHENSEN. B.S.
Harrisburg
WILLIAM M. STRATTON, B.S.
Eugene
COURTNEY C. SWANDER, B.S.
Eugene
DORIS E. SWEET, B.S.
Redmond
GERALD H. SWITZER, B.A.
Eugene
ROG>:R THOMAS TETLOW, B.S.
Astoria
DOROTHY CAROLYN THOMSON, B.A.
San Francisco, Cal.
PATRICIA A. TOMMAS, B.A.
Oregon City
MARJORIE ELL>:N TRUCHON, B.S.
Joseph
RUTH E. KINN>: TvEIT, B.S.
Eugene
tJOHN FRANCIS VALLEAU, B.S.
San Diego, Cal.
WILLIAM L. WASMANN, B.S.
Eugene
ROBERT DALE WEAVER, B.S.
Eugene
MIRIAM SULLIVAN WHITE, B.A.
Eugene
tMARY KATHERINE WILHELM, B.A.
Eugene
t Conferred with Honors.




HANS GORDON WOLD, B.S.
Portland
DANIEL D. WYANT, B.A.
Eugene
JAMES JOSEPH YARBROUGH, B.S.
Crescent City, Cal.
School of Law
EDWIN EAllL ALl.IlJf, LL.B.
Cottage Grove
Hl\llBEllT CLOW BAKEll, B.A.
Eugene
ELMl\ll Roy BASHAW, LL.B.
Medford .
R,CHAIID D. BENNETT. B.S.
Portland
BllYAN KENT BLACKHURST. B.S.
Pocatello, Ida.
ERNEST R. BLAIR. B.S.
Portland
FRANK McKENNA BOSCH. LL.B.
Portland
JOHN R. BROOKE, LL.B.
Portland
CARL MICHAEL BROPHY, LL.B.
Portland
RICHARD ROLAND CAIINEY, LL.B.
Portland
ROBERT RONALD CARNEY, LL.B.
Portland
EDWARD L. CLARK. JR., B.S.
Portland
AVERY A. COMBS, LL.B.
Camas, Wn.
WILLIAM DONALD CIIAMER, LL.B.
Portland
LAURENCE ALLEN CUSHING, B.S.
Canby
ROGER L. DICK, LL.B.
The Dalles
DONALD ARTHUR DOLE, B.S.
Portland
RICHARD BERNARD ErSMANN, LL.B.
Grants Pass
MAURICl\ V. ENGELGAU, B.A.
. Troutdale
WILLIAM H. FUM'"NG, B.S.
Taft
CHARLES Hl\RMAN FOSTER, LL.B.
Klamath Falls
MORRIS J. GALl\N, B.S.
Portland
FRITZ H. GIESECKE, LL.B.
Portland
MERLE T. GITCHELL, B.A.
Huron, S.D.
ALFRED T. GOODWIN. B.A.
Eugene
DONALD JOHN GRISWOLD, B.S.
Lebanon, O.
'VENDELL ERWIN GRONSO, LL.B.
Albany
JAMES M. HAFEY, B.S.
Eugene
EDW!.RD CLAIR HAU'S, JR., LL.B.
Eugene
DOU"'-AS L. HAY, LL.B.
Salem
MANVILLE MARION HEISEL, LL.B.
Eugene
CLAYTON R. HESS, LL.B.
Eugene
Hl\NRY Ll\llOY Hl\SS, JR., LL.B.
La Grande
JOHN WORTH HILL, LL.B.
Portland
JACK L. HOFFMAN, LL.B.
Portland
JOHN EVANS JAQUA, B.S.
Portland
HAROLD V. JOHNSON, LL.B.
Eugene
RALPH W. JOHNSON, LL.B.
Eugene
ROBERT JAMES JOHNSTON, B.S.
Portland
STANLEY C. JONES, Jll., LL.B.
Medford




JACK B. LIVELY, B.S.
Springfield
EARL W,NFIELD McFARLAN, LL.B.
Forest Grove
ROBERT CHAPMAN MACDONALD. LL.B.
Portland
CHRIS ROBERT MARTHALLER, B.S.
Portland
JOHN H. MIDDLETON, B.S.
Eugene
JOHN R. MILLER, B.S.
Portland
SYLVIA MAY M,TCHl\LL, B.S.
Canby
H. CLAY MYERS, JR., B.S.
Portland
ELBERT M. NELSON, B.S .
Portland
CLIFFORD DAVID OUELLETTl\, LL.B.
Portland




'VILLIAM LEE REYNOLDS, JR., B.S.
San Diego, Cal.
JAMES G. RICHMOND, LL.B.
Eugene
ROBERT G. RINGO, B.S.
Portland
WALTER KEITH RODMAN, LL.B.
Eugene
JAMl\S EDWIN SCHILLER, LL.B.
Eugene
MYRON DOUGLAS SPADY, LL.B.
Portland
FREDERIC HENRY STARKWEATHER, JR., LL.B.
Gold Beach
JOHAN P. STEIWER, B.S.
Fossil
MARILYN MARMADUKE STURGIS, LL.B.
Eugene
'VILUAM E. TASSOCK. B.S.
Kaneohe, Oahu, T.H.
WILLIAM E. TAYLOR, JR., B.S.
Portland
ALFRED B. THOMAS, B.S.
Portland
JERRY E. VAWTER, B.S.
Medford
DAVID REES WILLIAMS, LL.B.
Portland
C. DUFF YOUNG, B.S.
The Dalles
DAVID K. YOUNG, B.S.
Oswego
OGLESBY H. YOUNG, LL.B.
Portland
School of Music
MARGARItT M. ADKINS, B.A.
Meridian, Ida.
EARL CONRAD EUGItNIt ANDERSON, B.A.
Eugene
JAMES JOHN ARMENT, B.S.
Ontario
ROBERT BRUCE BRAY, B.A.
La Grande
JAMES W. BULLARD, B.A.
Gold Beach




ELEANOR L. CULVER, B.A.
Eugene
FREDERICK H. DIEHL, B.S.
Shelton, Wn.
MARY MARGARET DUNDORE, B.A.
Portland
ELIZABETH ANN HOWES ELBON, B.S.
Portland
JAMES ROBERT FULTON, B.A.
Eugene
MAYO vV. GOFFARD, B.A.
Portland
FLORENCE B. HART, B.S.
Seaside
HELEN V,RG,N,A HOYT, B.S.
Portland
E. NADINE HUTCHISON, B.A.
Pilot Rock
GILBERT WILLIAM KISTLER, B.S.
Eugene








JAMES W. McMULLEN, B.S.
Junction City
FRANCIS L. MAHULA, B.A.
Salem
ELIZABETH WINN NELSON, B.A.
Salem
WILLIAM G. PUTNAM, B.M.
Albany
ELWOOD R. RICKMAN, B.S.
Eugene
DOROTHEA M. SCHAER, B.A.
Portland
WAYNE MYRLIN SHERWOOD, B.M.
Portland
JAMES R,CHARD SMURTHWAITE, B.A.
Beaverton
STEPHEN LOUIS STONE, B.S.
Klamath Falls


































































































HAROLD ROBERT BIlLTON HUTCHINSON
Hood River
STllRLING M. JENSEN
Salt Lake City, Ut.
EWING MAINE JOHNSON, JR.
Clarkston, Wn.



















































New Westminster, B. C.
































































































































JllAN LUCIEN M. POUTEAU
Portland












































West Branch, Iowab' B.A., Oregon. Major, Mathematics. Thesis: A Problem on Determi·nants Involving Pro ability.
ARTHUR DIl WITT BARRE, JR.
Olympia, Wn.; B.A., Wbitman College. Major, Political Science. Thesis: The Administra-
tion of the Oregon System of Liquor Control. .
OSCAR C. BrORLIE
Ashland; B.A'l St. Olaf College. Major, Music. 'Thesis: Four Models of Folk Song Chore-stration Suitab e for Performance by High School Choirs.
ALAN DEWITT BUTTON
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: A Stady of the Adaptability of Hyper-
thyroid, Hypothyroid and Normal Albino Rats to an Audiogenic Seizure-Producing Situ-
ation.
JOHN IRWIN CHURCH
Myrtle Creek; B.A., De Pauw University. Major, English. Thesis: Hle"han and Hleahtor
in Old English Poetry: An Anglo-Saxon Theory of Laughter.
WALLACE CIOCHETTI
Cottage Grove; B.A., Oregon, Major, Education. Thesis: The Status of Foreign Languages
in Oregon Public High Schools.
JOSIlPH C. E. COLISTRO
. Portland; B.A., Reed College. Major, Biology. Thesis: The Role of Micro·Arthropods in
the DecompositlOn of Organic Matter m the Soil.
ROBERT MIlRRILL Cox
Portland; B.A., Reed College. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: Polarographic Studies on the
Corrosion of Magnesium and Its Alloys.
HAROLD MICHAEL DAVIDSON
Boston, Mass'i...B.A., Harvard University. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: Studies on Homo-
genates of the Mammary Gland.
BROCK DIXON
Eugene; B.A., Pacifie College. Major, General Studies. Thesis: Administrative Finality
and the Tax Court of the United States.
tMARYANN T. DOYLIl FRARY
~us,~n~e~'¢,r~Jj~'::'d rf~i~;:' Anthropology. Thesis: Animal Trickster Tales of the Negro
BRUCE B. FRYE
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, History. Thesis: The German Center Party, 1914-1924, a
Study of Political Catholicism.
LIZ GILMORE
Portland; B.A., Oregon. Major, Journalism. Thesis: Libel Laws-A Dam Against Press
Freedom.
tMARTHA H. GOODRICH
Eugene; B.A., Oregon. Major, History. Thesis: A History of Northwest Christian College.
HAZEL L. HARNSBERGER
Eugene; B.A., Florida State College for Women. Major, Geology and Geography. Thesis:
Eugene, Oregon: A Study in Urban Geography.
tLILLIAN WILLIlRT HICKMAN
Fremont, Neb.; B.A., Midland College. Major, Educatioll. Thesis: The History of Midland
College.
MYER GEORGIl HOROWITZ
Boston, Mass.; B.A., Harvard University. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: The Quantitative
Determination of Glucose, Galactose, and Lactose in a Mixture.
tCHI MING Hou
Peiping, China; Bachelor of Law, The Catholic Universi!)' of Peiping, China. Major, Eco-
nomics. Thesis: A Critical Analysis of the Monetary System in Chi.na.
t Conferred w'ith Honors.
Roy FUD HUDSON
Fresno, Cal. i B.A., Fresno State College. Major, Speech. Thesis: A Short Pronouncing
Dictionary ot the Theatre.
CLInoRD F. JOHNSON
Centralia, 111.; B.A., Oregon. Maior, Journalism. Thesis: An Analysis of Negro News and
Non-News Matter Appearing in Four Oregon Daily Newspapers During the Years 1931,
1936, 1941, 1945, and 1948.
GEORGE ALBl\RT KNOX
Oregon CitYri B.A., Reed College. Major, English. Thesis: Thomas Carlyle's Reputation in
Nineteenth Lentury British Periodicals, 1850-1881.
JOSEPH BURCH KyLl':
Anaconda, Mont.; 'B.A., Linfield College. Major, History. Thesis: The Slidell Mission to
Mexico, 1846.
JAMES V. LILL
Hood River; B.A. with Honors, Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: Dryden's Defense of the
Heroic Play.
tRICHARD F. LINK
Eugene; B.S", Oregon. Major, Mathematics. Thesis: Distribution of the Ratio of Two
Ranges from ~ndependent Samples. .
RHETTA MAl\ LORENZl\N
Pendleton: B.1\'l Oregon State College. Major, Business Administration. Thesis: Type-
writing for the .ttandicapped.
WILLIAM EDWARD LoTZ, JR.
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Biology. Thesis: Growth and Regression of Corpora Lutea
During the Normal Estrous Cycle of the Golden Hamster, Cricetus Auratus Waterhouse.
NITA N. MCGUIRE
Pensacola. Fla.; B.A., Randolph-Macon Women's College. Major, Foreign Languages.
Thesis: Realism in Astree.
DONALD K. MANION
Billings, Mont.; Bachelor of Art Education, Art School of the John Herron Art Institute.
Maj_or, Architecture and Allied Arts. Thesis: The Changing Relationships of the Modeler
to His Material in China and the Valley. of Mexico: A Comparative Study of the Clay Fig-
urines of the Two Cultures Produced During the First Millenium of the Christian Era.
ROBERT GORDON MARGl\TSON
Dover, N.J.; B.A., Drew University. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: The Equilibrium of Zinc
Oxide in Dilute Sodium Hydroxide at 25 degrees C.
Ll\ONA HELENA ORMOND
Eugene: B.S., Oregon. Major, Sociology. Thesis: Child Labor in Oregon.
CLYDl\ WILLIAM PARKl\R
Portland; B.A. with Honors, Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: The Structure of Paradise
Regained.
LUELLA ELIZABETH PRESCOTT
Eugene; B.A., with Honors, Oregon, Major, English. Thesis: The "Heathen" Jew in Medi-
eval and Rennaissance English Literature.
MARGIE C. ROBINSON
Eugene; B.A., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: Measuring the Sex Knowledge of
Junior High School Pupils.
CHARLl\S LOUIS SAUVIl\
Portland: B.A., Oregon. Major, Economics. Thesis: An Investigation of the Bargain
Theory of Wages with a Critical Examination of Its Relationship to Other Prominent Wage
Theories.
tJ.RoY SCHWARTZ
Bend; B.S.) with Honors, Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: A Suggested Approach to the
Criticism ot George Chapman as a Dramatic Poet.
ROBERT KEDZIE THOMAS
Eugene; B.A., Reed College. Major, English. Thesis: Thoreau and Christianity.
LIN TSAI
Hong Kong" China; B.S., Chinese National Southwest Associated University. Major,
Chemistry. Thesis: Synthetic Experiments Utilizing.2-KETO-l, 2, 8, 9, 10, 10a-Hexahydro·
pyrene.
FRl\Dl\RICK ORVILLE WALLER
Eugene; B.A. with Honors, Oregon. Major, English. Thesis: The Characters of Cordelia
and Kent in King Lear.
ESTHER I. W,LLERS
Hillsboro; B.A., Pacific University. Major, General Studies. Thesis: The Social Aspects
of the Thought of Eugene O'Neill.
t Conferred with Honors.
Ross PLUMMER WITHER
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: The Nature of the Reaction Between
Ascorbic Acid and Formaldehyde.
MARSHALL S,MPSON WRIGHT, JR.
Eugene; B.A., Reed College. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: The Polarographic Behavior of
Pyridine.
WILLARD Ross YATES
Eugene; B.A., Oregon. Major~ Political Science. Thesis: Sun Yat-sen and Maurice WiI·
Iiam: A Comparison of Sun Yat-sen's San Min Chu I with Maurice William's A Social
Interpretation of History.
ELAINE PEARL ZINKER
New York, N.Y.; B.A., Hunter College. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: An Iodometric Deter.
mination of Alpha Amylase Activity.
Master of Science
MARIANNE A. BLENKINSOP
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: A Study of Stand·
ards for the Oregon Motor Fitness Test Battery for Girls.
·ROBERT HAROLD BUCKINGER
Seattle, Wn.; B.S., Washington. Major, Phrsiologr•. Minor, Medical Sciences. Thesis:
Assay df Diabetogenic Principle in Urine of Diabetic Individuals.
CHIH-CHIEN CHIEN
Kunming, China: Bachelor of Law from Department of Economics, Chinese National South·
west Associated University. Major, Economics. Thesis: Using Banking Figures as a Meas·
ure of Business Activity.
·LEONARD CHRISTENSEN
Portland; M.D., University of Oregon Medical School. Major, Biochemistry. Minor, Medi.
cal Sciences. Thesis: A New Adrenergic Blocking Agent in Glaucoma.
EUGENE D. CLAYTON
Snohomish, Wn.; B.A., Whitman College. Major, Physics. Thesis: The Calibration of a
Magnetic Lens Beta Ray Spectrometer by Means of a Scintillation Counter and the Beta
Ray Energy Spectrum of Pliosphorus 32.
ZOE EMERSON CONN
Bakersfield, Cal.; B.Ed., University of California at Los Angeles. Major, Health and Physi.
cal Education. Thesis: A Study of the Course Content in the Health and Science Courses
Required by the Oregon Teacher·Training·lnstitutions for Prospective Elementary and
Junior High School Teachers.
DOUGLAS JAMES DONAHUE
San Gabriel, Cal.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Physics. Thesis: The Calibration and Use of a
Beta Ray Spectrometer.
EUGllNE E. Dov>;
Milwaukie; B.S., Oregon. Major Education. Thesis: A History of Administration and
Supervision in the Eugene Public Schools, 1915-1944.
ROBERT ERNEST EDWARDS
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, General Studies.
BERNARD EUGENE FUESE
Beaverton; B.S., North Dakota. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: An Analy·
sis of a Group of Motor Fitness Tests Which Purport to Measure Agility.
DONALD JAMES GARDNER
New York, N.Y.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Philosophy. Thesis: A Comparative Study of the
Volitional Elements in the Epistemological Theories of Royce and James.
CLIFFORD GOODMAN GIFFIN
Palo Alto, Cal.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: A Scorini
Device to Eliminate the Influence of Body Weight on the Leighton Workmeter Test.
HARRY A. GOBELMAN, JR.
East St. Louis, III.; B.S., Oregon. Major Health and .Physical Education. Thesis: A Study
of Physical Activity Courses in Terms of Their Contributions Toward Physical Fitness.
HAROLD HERSHEY HALL
Parker, S.D.; B.S., South Dakota State Colle~e. Major, Physics. Thesis: A Theoretical In.
vestigation of the Effects of the April 1, 1946 Tsunami on the Island of Kauai.
" Conferred June 17, 1949.
HARlUllT WOOD HARPER
Myrtle Pointi.B.A., Baylor College. Major, Education. Thesis: A History of Secondary
Education in .Myrtle Point, Oregon.
MARCILLE H. HARRIS
Ontario; B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: Parent·Teacher Attitude Toward Sex
Education and the Film Human Growth.
'R'CHARD JOSEPH HAVEL
Seattle, Wn.; B.A., Reed College. Major, Biochemistry. Minor, Medical S~iences. Thesis:
Studies on Compensative Mechanisms in Chronic Anoxia: (I) Anoxia Due to Congenital
Heart Disease in Children; (II) Anoxia in Experimental Animals.
RODERT D. HAYS
Boise, Ida.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: The Perception of Similarity or
RelatlOnship Between Melodic Phrases and Their Varied Form: Utihzing Composers' Tech·
niques of Variation.
'CHARLES CARLYLE HENRIQUES
Portland;. B.S., Oregon. Major, Bacteriology. Minor, Medical Sciences. Thesis: The Polio-
myelitis uroup of Viruses.
EVELYN E. HUDSON
Elkton; B.S., Oregon. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: Basic Knowledges
and Intormation Material Essential for Elementary Teachers of Physical Education.
WILLIAM R. JOHNS
Athena; B.S., Oregon. Major, Geology and Geography. Thesis: The Geology and Quick-
silver Occurrences at Quartz Mountain, Oregon.
HERMIE KROEGER
Boise, Ida.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: Inspectional
Criteria for Desirable Body Proportions and Symmetry in College Women.
MARIAN LEE MEARS
Eugene; B.A., Oregon. Major, General Studies.
LLOYD F. MILLHOLLEN, JR.
Eugene; B.S., Oregon State College. Major, Education. Thesis: Teachers' Salaries in One-
Room Schools and the Factors Affecting Them.
EARL BEN NEHER, JR.
Nampa, Ida.; B.§" The College of Idaho. Major, Physics. Thesis: Design Considerations
for a Speciahzed lYlicrowave Spectroscope.
HOWARD CURTIS NIELSON
Richfield, Ut.; B.S., Utah. Major, Mathematics. Thesis: Efficiency of Truncated Order Sta-
tistics in Estimating the Population Mean for Various Distributions.
HENRY E. NILSEN
Bend; B.S., Oregon. Major, Healtb and Physical Education. Thesis: An Evaluation of the
Relahve Contributions of Service Courses to Physical Fitness.
ANTHONY NOVACIC
West Allis, Wis.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: A Study
of Physical Deviations from the Normal Among Freshman College Men.
'DORIS GLENNA OSSORNE
Beaverton; B.S., Oregon State College. Major, Biochemistry. Minor, Bacteriology. Thesis:
The Synthesis of Thyroactive Iodinated Proteins.
DOROTHY ANN OUTZS
Hailey, Ida.; B.S., Idaho. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis: A Handbook of
Skiing Designed for Use in High Schools and Colleges.
RONALD STANLEY PAUL
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Major, Physics. Thesis: Scintillation Counter Pulse Amplitude Dis-
tributions from Mono·energetic Electrons.
MARY LUCILE PERRY
Granville, 0.; B.A., Denison University. Major, Health and Physical Education. Thesis:
Physical Examination Findings of Entering Freshman Women at the University of Oregon,
1925-1948.
tCARL PRIDE
Chicago, Ill.; B.S., Oregon. Major, Mathematics. Thesis: Two Theorems Concerning Ap-
proximation to Functions by Trigonometric Polynomials.
FRED E. QUALE
Milwaukie; B.S., Oregon. Major, Education. Thesis: An Evaluation of Oregon's Compul-
sory Attendance Law.
• Conferred June 17, 1949.
t Conferred with Honors.
CHARLES A. REETZ,
Junction City; B.S., Oregon. Major, Anthropology. Thesis: The Cultural Position of the
Klamath Semi·Subterranean Earth Lodge in Western North America.
ALBERT EUGENE ROBERTS
Grants Pass;B. S., Oregon. Maior, Geology and Geography. Thesis: A Petrographic Study
of the Intrusive at Mary's Peak, Benton County, Oregon.
RALPH LAURENCE ROBERTS
Vancouver, Wn.; B.A.) Western Washington College of Education. Major, Education.
Thesis: Optimum Class 10 Elementary Schools: A Study of Teachers' Opinions.
CECIL ELWYN SANFORD
Creswell; B.S., Linfield College. Major, Physics. Thesis: Design and Construction ot
a Microwave Spectrometer.
ELIZABETH MAURINE SCHIEFERSTEIN
Grants Pass; B.S., Oregon. Major~.Specch. Thesis: A Study of the Public Speaking of the
Oregon Pioneer, Reverend George .henry Atkinson, D.D.
V'ONA JEANNETTE SCHLAPPI
Taft; B.S'b Oregon College of Education. Major, Education. Thesis: A Handbook forAmericans esiring to Teach in a Foreign Country.
tPETER ROGERS SHERMAN
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Mathematics. Thesis: Nets of Conics and Their Associated
Cubics.
CONSTANCE W. EDMISTER STEVENS
Canaseraga, N.Y.; B.S. Cum Laude, Alfred University •.M.A.! New York State College for
Teachers. Major, Mathematies. Thesis: Quartic Fields: l'lorma Quartic Fields.
J. HUGH STEVENS
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, General Studies.
*ELLEN LOUISE TALMAN
Portland; B.A., Reed College. Maior{ Biochemistry. Minor, Bacteriology. Thesis: Studies
on the Storage of Glycine in Tissues 0 Normal and Adrenalectomized Rats.
TRUMAN ELDRIDGE TEETER
Gresham; B.S., Oregon State College. Major, Chemistry. Thesis: Polarographic Studies on
the Corrosion of Lead-Tin Alloys.
LEONARD A. WARREN
Ashland; B.S., Southern Oregon College of Education. Major, General Studies.
GILBERT WHITNEY
Portland; B.S., Oregon. Major, Psychology. Thesis: Some Factors Related to Popularity.
M aster of Business Administration
FLOYD H. BLAINE
Akron, 0.; B.S., Akron. Thesis: The Significance of Selected Prewar Commodities in
Japan's Postwar Foreign Trade.
ROBllRT P. BLANDING
Eugene; B.A., Willamette University. Thesis: The Farmer Cooperative Tax Exemption
Controversy.
RODERT JAMES CONRAD
McGill, Nev.; B.A., Brigham Young University. Thesis: A Study of Depreciation Theory
and Its Application in Times of Inflation, with Emphasis on the Debated Propriety of
Depreciation Based on Replacement Cost.
RAYMOND A. PAPE
Utica, N.Y.; B.S., Alfred University. Thesis: The Distribution of Plumbing Fixtures and
Supplies.
ARNO L. PEITERSON
Eugene; B.S., Oregon. Thesis: Cooperative Nut Marketing in the Pacific Northwest.
RICHARD LEE TAW
Salem; B.S''p0regon. Thesis: The Reorganization of the Plant and Sales Organization of
the Tallman iano Stores, Incorporated.
* Conferred June 17, 1949.



































































































































Fort Collins, Colo.; A.M., Colorado State Teachers College. Thesis: A Study of Physical
Fitness by Analyzing Military Physical Efficiency Tcsts and Leighton Workmeter.
NORMAN RAY HAWK
Eugene; M.S., Oregon. Thesis: A History of the Irreducihle School Fund in Oregon.
FLORENCE LOUISE HUPPRICH
Madison, Wis.; M. S., Wisconsin. Thesis: A Study of Flexibility of Girls in Five Age
Groups.
WATSON LEE JOHNS
Modesto, Ca!.; M.S., University of California. Thesis: The Origin and Development of
Secondary School SCIence.
DEAN LOBAUGH
Eugene; M.A., Washington. Thesis: A Guide to School District Reorganization in the State
of Oregon.
RICHARO M. SMITH
~~'t~~O~~bl~iS~il~~'~U::rrc~f~::'~OState College of Education. Thesis: Reported Influcnces
LOREN WILLIAM TUTTLE
Eugene; M.S., Oregon. Thesis: A Study of Certain Physical Aspects of Graduate Practices
in Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
Doctor of Philosophy
"EDWIN CLEMENT JUNGCK
Portland, M.S~ University of Oregon Medical Schoo!. Major, Psysiology, Biochemistry,
Bacteriology. Thesis: The Effect of Alterations in Spermatogenesis upon Gonadotrophic
Hormone Excretion in Man.
HELEN JEAN POULTON
Sacramento, Ca!.; M.A. with Honors, Oregon. Major, History, Latin, Education. Thesis:
The Progressive Movement in Oregon.
" Conferred June 17, 1949.
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